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Abstract— We propose to use Vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANET) as the infrastructure for an urban cyber-physical
system for gathering up-to-date data about a city, like traffic
conditions or environmental parameters. In this context, it
is critical to design a data collection protocol that enables
retrieving the data from the vehicles in almost real-time in
an efficient way for urban scenarios.

We propose Back off-based Per-hop Forwarding (BPF), a
broadcast-based receiver-oriented protocol that uses the des-
tination location information to select the forwarding order
among the nodes receiving the packet. BFP does not require
nodes to exchange periodic messages with their neighbors
communicating their locations to keep a low management
message overhead. It uses geographic information about the
final destination node in the header of each data packet to
route it in a hop-by-hop basis. It takes advantage of redundant
forwarding to increase packet delivery to a destination, what is
more critical in an urban scenario than in a highway, where the
road topology does not represent a challenge for forwarding.

We evaluate the performance of the BPF protocol using ns-3
and a Manhattan grid topology and compare it with well-known
broadcast suppression techniques. Our results show that BPF
achieves significantly higher packet delivery rates at a reduced
redundancy cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANET) were motivated
mainly by safety and traffic management applications, fol-
lowed by infotainment applications that provide an additional
commercial utilization of the new communication infra-
structure. Alternatively, we propose to use a VANET as
the infrastructure for an urban cyber-physical system, an
approach that has not been extensively explored so far.

Vehicles equipped with a wide range of sensing devices
and the ability to communicate with each other offer a
unique opportunity for gathering real-time data about a
city, like traffic conditions, environmental parameters, video
and audio for surveillance [1], or physical condition of the
drivers [2]. A good overview of existing work on using
vehicles or VANET for sensing can be found in [1]. Existing
VANET solutions either apply on-demand querying for local
dissemination within the VANET [3], sometimes keeping the
data in the location it pertains to [4], or rely on delay-tolerant
networking and open Wi-Fi access points for sending the data
to the Internet backbone [5]. However, the first are inefficient
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for real-time traffic or environmental monitoring due to the
query overhead and the need to globally access the data,
and the latter cannot guarantee up-to-date data. Knowing the
updated state of the various relevant variables for a city is
necessary for applications such as navigation using real-time
traffic information for regular and for emergency vehicles,
or personal mobility and environmental monitoring.

The purpose of sensing in the sense of a cyber-physical
system is to provide the sensed data to entities outside the
VANET in almost real-time. This corresponds to a system
architecture where several or all nodes in the VANET are data
sources and the ultimate destination of the data lies outside
the VANET, whereby data can get there through one or more
gateways. This article proposes and evaluates a broadcast-
based protocol for data collection over VANET.

In scenarios of high node density broadcast storms impair
communication in VANET. Several algorithms have been
proposed to mitigate them mostly in scenarios of safety
message dissemination in highways, with some techniques
focusing on reducing the amount of forwarders at each hop
using probabilistic forwarding and suppression [6], [7], [8],
some relying on using exchanged neighbor information to
explicitly limit the amount of forwarders [9].

We consider that it is inefficient to continuously exchange
neighbor information in a high density volatile network for
several reasons. First, there is the overhead of periodically
exchanging the neighbor list. Second, additional mechanisms
must verify whether the chosen forwarder actually forwards
the packet. Third, another major reason for not using explicit
choice of a single forwarder is that, in urban scenarios, this
choice would require knowledge of the road topology and
car density towards the destination to avoid routing packets
to a dead-end. And it does not seem feasible to do routing
on the road topology on a packet-by-packet basis.

Instead, we take the approach of adding the geographic
location of current forwarder and the destination to each
data packet, and use this information at the receivers to
rank them as potential forwarders in a distributed fashion
on a packet by packet basis. The potential forwarders are
differentiated using back off timers and suppression is used to
limit the amount of forwarders, extending existing techniques
to the urban sensing scenario. We evaluate the proposed
protocol using the NS3 simulator for large scale simulation
and compare its performance with well-known broadcast-
based protocols in an urban setting. We analyze networking
metrics, like packet delivery rate, end-to-end delay and
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number of hops in the path, as well as the amount of replicas
that reach the destination, i.e. the redundancy added by
the protocol, and the overhead in terms of total amount of
packets created in the network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the
next section, we present related work. Section III describes
the novel protocol and its parameters. The simulation setup
is described in Section IV. Section V shows the results
of the performance evaluation of the protocol, and finally
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There are different approaches for sending data from
a node to a gateway node: one is to have data delivery
routes between each node and a gateway node, created and
maintained by routing protocols, as is common in mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANET); another is to use hop-by-hop
decisions based on the geographic location of the destination
and previous forwarding nodes until the gateway is reached.

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [10] and
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [11] are reactive protocols
originally designed for MANETs. A number of studies
have simulated and compared the performance of these
protocols for VANETs [12], [13]. In [12], the authors in-
troduce prediction-based AODV protocols: Predicted AODV
(PRAODV) and Predicted AODV with Maximum lifetime
(PRAODVM) that uses the speed and location information
of nodes to predict the link lifetime. But these methods
depend on the accuracy of the prediction method, which
can be low in volatile networks. Another approach is to
use cluster-based protocols to improve network scalability,
which create a virtual network infrastructure by clustering
the nodes. Many cluster-based routing protocols [14]- [15]
have been studied in MANETs. But these techniques are very
unstable in VANETs and clusters created by these techniques
are too short-lived.

On the other hand, in per-hop forwarding each node, upon
receiving a packet, decides to forward it. Most of existing
approaches for gathering data in urban environments use the
prior exchanging packets or hello messages to gain infor-
mation about the neighbors or network topology around the
forwarder node and then select a node which is suitable for
forwarding [16], [17], [18]. This prior exchanging of data has
drawbacks like high network overhead, high delay and in the
case of mobility does not use accurate position information.
Using geographical position information in VANETs is more
common and routing protocols that use this information
have higher performance than topology based protocols like
AODV and DSR [19], [20].

One of the well-known protocols in this category is the
greedy routing protocol [21] that always forwards the packet
to the closest node to the destination by exchanging hello
message to gain information about its neighbors. Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [22] consists of two dif-
ferent forwarding methods: greedy forwarding and perimeter
forwarding. In this method, a beaconing algorithm is used
for determining the neighbor position. In [20], the authors

showed that geographical protocol like GPSR achieves better
performance compared to DSR protocol. Lochert et al. [18]
proposed Geographic Source Routing (GSR) which uses the
city digital map to get the destination position. By combining
the geographical routing and knowledge of the city map,
GSR has better average delivery rate, smaller total bandwidth
consumption and similar latency of first delivered packet
than DSR and AODV in urban area. However, the per-packet
computation overhead is very high.

DV-CAST [23] uses sender-oriented forwarding and has
three major components: neighbor detection, broadcast sup-
pression and store-carry-forward mechanism. It uses hello
messages to estimate the network topology and GPS infor-
mation to determine the direction of vehicles for broadcasting
the data, reducing protocol overhead and complexity. Sim-
ulation results show that DV-CAST performs well in heavy
traffic during rush hours and very light traffic during certain
hours of the day and also is robust against various extreme
traffic conditions but still need prior hello messages.

Contention-based forwarding (CBF) [16] does not ex-
change messages to create and maintain routes between
source and destination. CBF works in three steps: one hop
exchanging hello messages, contention period and suppres-
sion. Upon receiving a packet, all suitable neighbors are
exchanging hello messages as single hop broadcast before
exchanging data packets. After that all nodes compete with
each other to gain the right to forward the packet. During
the contention period, each node evaluates itself to know
how it is suitable to be next forwarder. This method is based
on a timer. All nodes that receive packets check remaining
progress to the destination and node with minimal progress
will have smaller timer than other nodes and will be selected
as the next forwarder. Next phase is to avoid forwarding
of other nodes and establish itself as the next forwarder.
For this, the selected forwarder broadcast a packet to its
neighbors and each node that received this packet cancel
its timer and will not forward the packet. They try to avoid
having multiple forwarders by using 3 different suppression
techniques: basic, area-based and active selection. In the 2
first techniques, there is a possibility of having more than one
forwarder but active selection technique by using request-
to-forward (RTF) and clear-to-forward (CTF) prevents all
forms of packet duplications. In the CBF, each node should
exchange hello messages for one hop and also to avoid
other nodes to forward the packets it needs to send other
hello messages. In our protocol, we avoid this kind of hello
messages to reduce the network load and congestion.

Another approach is [17] which uses velocity information
of nodes to predict the direction of movement. Each node
has three states: Away, Still and Towards. When nodes move
in opposite direction of destination, they are in the Away
state and when they are stand, they are in the Still state
and finally nodes move toward to the destination are in the
Towards state. Only nodes with state which has been changed
from Away to Still, Still to Towards or Away to Towards
will forward the packet. In the case of similar states, if the
distance of current node is smaller than distance of previous



node to the destination, then it forwards the packet. This
approach to gain information about the velocity and direction
of other nodes needs to exchange control messages that has
network overhead and reduces the data rate in the network.

Finally, we introduce in more detail 3 broadcast-based
protocols that use basic per-hop forwarding and suppres-
sion techniques to mitigate broadcast storms: Weighted p-
Persistence, Slotted 1-Persistence and Slotted p-Persistence
broadcasting [8]. We shall compare the performance of
the proposed protocol against these protocols because they
follow a similar approach of not requiring the exchange of
neighbor information. In weighted p-persistence forwarding,
each node j, upon receiving a packet from node i, verifies
the packet ID and re-broadcasts the packet with probability
pij if it receives the packets for the first time, otherwise
it discards the packets. The probability of broadcasting is
calculated from the distance between nodes i and j (Dij)
relative to the average communication range (R):

pij = (
Dij

R
) (1)

In slotted 1-persistence forwarding, each node j, upon
receiving a packet from node i, checks the packet ID and
re-broadcasts the packet at a timeslot TSij

if it receives the
packets for the first time and does not receive any duplicates
before the assigned timeslot, otherwise it discards the packets
(suppression). TSij is calculated by the following expression:

TSij = Sij × τ, (2)

where τ is the estimated 1-hop delay and Sij is the
assigned slot number, calculated by:

Sij =

 Ns × (1− Dij

R ) Dij ≤ R

0 Dij > R

, (3)

and Ns is the predetermined number of slots.
Finally, slotted p-persistence is a mix of the two previous

approaches. Upon receiving a packet from node i, node
j checks the packet ID and re-broadcasts the packet with
probability pij at assigned timeslot TSij if it receives the
packets for the first time and has not received any duplicates
before assigned timeslot, otherwise it discards the packets.

Fig. 1. Node configuration used for calculations

III. BROADCAST-BASED DATA GATHERING PROTOCOL

The protocol proposed aims at collecting large amounts
of data from sensors installed in vehicles in an urban
environment, configuring a cyber-physical system for an
urban area. We envision that vehicles move within the urban
environment and collect information like pollution or traffic
conditions, and that the data generated in each node is
periodically sent to a back office using the VANET as
sensing infra-structure. In this scenario, we have many-to-one
communication pattern from sources to the final destination
and we assume that each node knows its own geographical
location information and that of the final destination. The
goal of the data gathering protocol is to collect this data
with high packet delivery ratio (PDR), limited delay and low
amount of overhead using a VANET. It is more critical in
a scenario where all nodes are data sources than in other
VANET scenarios to avoid congestion collapse by limiting
the amount of packets forwarded in the network.

We propose Back off-based Per-hop Forwarding (BPF), a
data gathering protocol that uses the location information to
select the forwarding order among the nodes receiving the
packet by mapping it into back off time, so that nodes likely
to be nearer to the final destination have shorter back off
times. BFP has the following properties: 1) it does not require
nodes to exchange periodic messages with their neighbors
communicating their locations to keep low the management
message overhead; 2) it uses geographic information about
the current sender and the final destination node in the header
of each data packet to route it in a hop-by-hop basis; 3) it
takes advantage of redundant forwarding to increase packet
delivery to a destination. The novelty of this protocol is
the use of the final destination for per-hop forwarding in a
unicast urban scenario. It takes advantage of the geographic
location of the destination to direct the forwarding towards
the destination, being more efficient than destination-agnostic
protocols commonly used for safety message dissemination.
Moreover, it takes advantage of redundancy to be more
effective than protocols that specify one single forwarder,
since specifying one single per-hop forwarder in an urban
environment requires additional knowledge of the full street
map towards the destination, or the chances are high that a
packet is routed to a dead-end or along a very long route.

A. BPF Protocol Design

Figure 1 illustrates the scenario in considered to explain
the calculation of the per-hop back off time: node i is the
previous hop for node j and nodes 1, 2 and j are potential
forwarders.

The most straightforward choice for forwarding is the node
geographically closest to the final destination [22], but that
information is not available when neighbor nodes do not
exchange their locations with each other. So, the preferred
forwarders are the nodes that represent the most progress
from the previous sender, which are the nodes located closer
to the end of the transmission range, which is taken by
protocols like CBF or the 1-persistent broadcasting. We
further reduce the amount of forwarding nodes using the



distance to the final destination in component of the back
off calculation.

Usually, there are 2 constant values used to calculate the
back off time: Dij and dj . These values are distance to the
last hop and to the final destination, respectively. To analyze
the effect of these two constant on the back off time, we
define two different components according to these values
in this section: C1 and C2.

Fig. 2. Back off time in microseconds for different positions around a node
located at (0, 0) according to C1 and C2. Location of the final destination
(2000, 0) (horizontally to the right of the plot) and communication range
is 500 m.

(a) C1 and C2

(b) C2 only

The first component is the distance between current node
(j) and previous hop (i), Dij , compared with the average
communication range (R). By selecting nodes farther from
the previous node to forward sooner than other nodes is a
receiver-based greedy approach that makes packets travel
the largest possible distance at each hop. We define the
following component, which selects a node at the end of
the communication range to have lower back off time than
other nodes:

C1 = (1− Dij

R
) (4)

However, we wish to further concentrate the preferred

forwarders in the direction of the final destination, since
nodes at the end of the communication range in the opposite
direction of the final destination can cause useless increase in
the number of replicas (in Figure 1 node 1 is in this situation).
The second component in the calculation of the back off time
is the distance to the final destination, dj , relative to the
distance between the previous hop and the final destination,
di:

C2 = (1.0 +
dj − di−R

2R
) (5)

Figure 2 shows the back off time calculated as a com-
bination of C1 and C2. In these plots, the previous node
is located at (0, 0), the final destination is at (2000, 0)
(horizontally to the right of the plot) and the communication
range equals 500 m. The first plot depict the back off as
an equally weighted sum of both components, while the
second plot considers only C2. The initial plot shows only
little directionality towards the destination, because the C1

component is dominant in the sum due to the fact that Dij
is much larger than dj − di −R except when the nodes are
very close to the destination. Therefore, for the evaluation of
the BPF, we only consider the calculation based on the C2

component.

B. How to map the back off value to time?
After calculating the back off components, we need to map

this value to the back off time. Unlike other broadcast storm
mitigation techniques [8], we do not use the WAIT TIME;
we just use different back off times to forward the packet and
to distribute forwarding events along the time. The protocols
in [8] use a WAIT TIME of 5000 µs to suppress as many
duplicate packets as possible from previous forwarders. But
we aim at forwarding the packet as fast as possible by the
best positioned nodes and cancel forwarding from nodes not
so well positioned to reduce the amount of transmission in
the network. So we give the shortest back off time to the
node with the most progress from the previous forwarder
and that transmission will suppress forwarding on nodes with
less progress to the destination.

In our protocol, the back off value calculated from the
components is between 0 and 1, and it is multiplied by
5000 µs which is the WAIT TIME in the known broadcast
suppression techniques [8]. So, the back off time at any hop
lies in the interval [0,5] ms. Note that this is the back off
time of the routing protocol and the MAC layer exponential
back off algorithm is run for every packet passed to the MAC
layer.

C. Back off-based forwarding algorithm
The flow diagram of the per-hop forwarding algorithm

executed in each node upon reception of a packet is shown
in Figure 3. Each node upon receiving a packet, checks if it
is the final destination node. If not, it checks if it received
the packet before. If so, it cancels the forwarding event if
the back off time has not expired. In the case that it receives
the packet for the first time, it calculates the back off time
and schedules the forwarding event on the back off time and
marks the packet as a received packet.



Fig. 3. Flowchart of data gathering Protocol

IV. SIMULATION

We used the Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) [24] version 3.9.
The topology used for movement of cars was Manhattan Grid
with size 5×5 (from (0m, 0m) to (2500m, 2500m)), so the
simulated area was 2.5km× 2.5km with 25km road length,
and the final destination was located at (1250m, 1250m) in
the center of topology.

For the first results, and to keep feasible simulation dura-
tions, we simulate with a limited number of source nodes.
We selected 8 source nodes located as far as possible in
the topology. Node density is set to 2.4, 4.8, 7.2 and 9.6
nodes/km, totaling 61, 121, 181 and 241 nodes, respectively.
The communication range has been set to 500 m, and each
node had on average at least 2 nodes (low node density) and
at most 20 nodes (high node density and at the intersections)
within the communication range. Nodes move with average
speed of 14m/s and minimum speed of 3 m/s without pause
time. Each source node sends 512 Bytes packets with rate of
5 packets/s 20kbps and the simulation time is 200 seconds.

The underlying MAC protocol is set to 802.11p with
PHY data rate equal to 6 Mbps and channel bandwidth is
10 MHz. The propagation loss model used in the simulation
environment was Nakagami-m Propagation Loss [25], [26]
with m = 1.55 which is the recommended value for urban
environments [27].

Each simulation configuration is done for 4 different pro-
tocols: BPF using only C2, weighted p-persistence, slotted 1-
persistence and slotted p-persistence with p = 0.5. For each
combination of above parameters we ran 10 independent
simulation runs and the results show the average and 95%
confidence interval for each metric.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

For evaluating the performance of the BPF protocol we use
the following metrics: packet delivery ratio (PDR%), end-

to-end delay between source nodes and the final destination,
number of hops in the path, and number of replicas of a
packet that reach the final destination.

A. Packet Delivery Ratio

Figure 4 shows the packet delivery ratio between sources
and the final destination for the 4 mentioned protocols at
four different traffic densities. BPF achieves higher end-2-
end PDR% than any of the other 3 protocols. In areas of low
node density all protocols have the same PDR% performance
because there are few nodes within the communication range
to forward the packet and in many cases forwarded packets
end in a dead-end. As the node density increases, BPF shows
increasingly better behavior than other protocols.

The BPF protocol significantly improves the end-to-end
PDR% in high node density by leveraging packet redundancy
in the network. This effect overwhelms the additional colli-
sions caused by the redundant forwarding.

As shown in Figure 4, the PDR% increases from 8% to
78% for the BPF protocol when the node density increases
from 2.4 to 9.6 nodes/km, which is 85% more than the
PDR% of the second best protocol in a well-connected
network in high node density. Moreover, the PDR% increas-
ing tendency is higher than that of the other 3 protocols,
which seem to start saturating at the maximum node density
simulated.

Fig. 4. PDR% for 4 different protocols with 8 sources (20kbps)
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B. End-to-End Delay

Figure 5 shows the end-to-end delay between sources and
the final destination, which is an important metric since
we aim at providing up-to-date data about a city in a
timely manner. BPF also has lower end-to-end delay when
compared with the 3 other protocols, mainly because it does
not have a WAIT TIME of 5 ms on each hop, as do the other
protocols.

When node density increases, the number of collisions
increases because there are more nodes in the communication
range of any node, and the probability of having a back off



time near 0 increases because of the higher number of nodes
at the end of communication range.

On the other hand, the broadcast mitigation protocols can
deal better with this, because they use the WAIT TIME
before forwarding, sender nodes receive more duplicate
packets from neighbor nodes before forwarding and choose
the nearest node to itself for its calculation, so the probability
of collision and the delay decrease. This slump is more
significant for the protocols that use the probability for
forwarding (slotted-0.5 and weighted-p). The protocols will
not forward the packets with probability 1− p, reducing the
probability of collisions, but enough other nodes forward the
packets and the delay will decreases.

Fig. 5. Delay for 4 different protocols with 8 sources (20kbps)
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C. Number of Hops and Amount of Replicas

Figure 6 shows the number of hops from source to
the final destination. The number of hops is the same for
all the protocols for different node density because all of
the protocols try to choose the nearest node to the final
destination only in different ways.

As discussed before, BPF distributes the back off time
and gives shorter back off time to the nodes which are
nearer to the final destination, trying to reduce the number
of replicas through suppression. The other protocols do it
by using WAIT TIME and allowing for the reception of
all possible packets with the same ID from neighbor nodes
and then using one of those packets to calculate whether or
when to forward the packet. As Figure 7 shows, the BPF
without using WAIT TIME produces the same number of
replicas at the final destination, showing that our protocol
achieves higher PDR% with the same redundancy as the
other protocols, i.e. it is more efficient.

D. Scaling Source Nodes

Since we envision a scenario where all nodes can be data
sources, Figure 8 shows the PDR% for increasing percentage
of nodes being network sources in the highest node density
(9.6 nodes/km) scenario previously considered. As expected,

Fig. 6. Number of hops for 4 different protocols with 8 sources (20kbps)
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Fig. 7. Average Number of replicas per uniquely received packets for 4
different protocols with 8 sources (20kbps)
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as the number of source nodes in the network increases,
the PDR% decreases due to increasing network congestion.
Nevertheless, the proposed protocol shows a higher PDR%
in all situations, showing a higher efficacy. As a future work,
we will study a way to increase the PDR% for high node
density having all nodes as source nodes by decreasing the
number of useless forwarding.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We envision the usage of a VANET as an infra-structure
for an urban cyber-physical system that makes available up-
to-date data about various parameters of an urban area to
services outside of the network. The main consumers of such
data are applications like as traffic management or naviga-
tion using real-time traffic information for regular and for
emergency vehicles, or personal mobility and environmental
monitoring. The data gathering system is modeled as a many-
to-one communication over VANET, a scenario that has not



Fig. 8. PDR% for different number of source with 9.6 nodes/km
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been previously addressed. In this scenario, broadcast storms
are more likely to happen than in regular scenarios, since
there are more source nodes regularly sending packets, so
the amount of congestion in the network should be carefully
monitored.

In this paper, we propose the Back off-based Per-hop
Forwarding (BPF), a broadcast- and receiver-based per-hop
forwarding protocol that selects the forwarding order among
the nodes receiving the packet by mapping it into back off
time, so that nodes likely to be nearer to the final desti-
nation have shorter back off times. BFP has the following
properties: 1) it does not require nodes to exchange periodic
messages with their neighbors communicating their locations
to keep low the management message overhead; 2) it uses
geographic information about the current sender and the final
destination node in the header of each data packet to route
it in a hop-by-hop basis; 3) it takes advantage of redundant
forwarding to increase packet delivery to a destination.

We evaluated the proposed protocol and compared its per-
formance to broadcast storm mitigation techniques for safety
message dissemination using ns-3. The results show that
the proposed protocol achieves higher packet delivery rates
and uses on average the same number of hops and causes
less redundant packets at the data sink. When subject to
increasing load due to increasing number of nodes generating
data, all studied protocols significantly reduce the PDR%,
although BFP maintains a higher delivery efficacy.

However, the results also indicate that there is still room
for improving the performance in higher load scenarios,
which will be the focus of the next steps. Another matter of
interest in this context is analyzing the effect of the length
of the path between sources and destinations and limiting
the amount of network congestion observed near the sink,
a typical problem from sensor networks. Moreover, we will
study the impact of location and number of infrastructure
nodes on the data gathering capacity of the network.
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